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Quiz Date: 1st September 2020 
 
Directions (1-5): Study the following information carefully and answer the following 
questions. 
Seven people live on seven different floors from top to bottom such that ground floor is 
numbered as 1 and so on up to top floor is numbered as 7. They all like different colours i.e. 
Yellow, Orange, Grey, Green, White, Black, and Red. 
C lives on an even numbered floor and likes Green. There are two floors between the floor 
on which C and D lives. G lives just above the floor on which F lives who likes Black. There 
are two floors between the floor on which F and A lives. A lives on one of the above floors on 
which floor G lives. B lives on one of the above floors on which E lives. E lives neither on first 
nor fifth number floor. There are two people live between the one who likes Yellow and C. 
Only two people live between the one who likes Red and the one who likes Green. B doesn’t 
like Red. The person who likes Orange lives immediate above than the person who likes Grey. 
 
Q1. How many people live between D and E? 
(a) One 
(b) Three 
(c) Four 
(d) Two 
(e) None of these 
 
Q2. What is the correct combination for the person who lives on floor number Seven? 
(a) D, Green 
(b) C, Grey 
(c) A, Orange 
(d) B, Yellow 
(e) F, Black  
 
Q3. How many persons live between F and the one who likes Grey? 
(a) One 
(b) Two 
(c) Five 
(d) Three 
(e) None of these 
 
Q4. Who likes White? 
(a) G 
(b) H 
(c) A 
(d) E 
(e) C 
 
Q5. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way based on the given arrangement and 
thus form a group. Which is the one that does not like that group? 
(a) F 
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(b) D 
(c) G 
(d) B 
(e) A 
 
Directions (6-10): Study the following information to answer the given questions: 
Eight persons P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W, are work in three different companies i.e. Hp, Dell 
and Lenovo. Each of them likes different Mobiles i.e. Apple, Mi, Oppo, HTC, Vivo, Samsung, 
Nokia and Sony but not necessarily in the same order. Not more than three persons works 
in same company. 
The persons who work in Dell do not like Samsung and Oppo. R likes Vivo and work in Hp. 
U likes Nokia and works in Lenovo. W and V works in same company. P does not works in 
the same company in which W and R work. S likes Samsung. W and T do not like MI. V does 
not like HTC and MI. The one who likes Mi work in Dell. The one who likes Sony works in 
same company with only one person who likes Nokia.  
 
Q6. Who among the following person works in MI? 
(a) P 
(b) S 
(c) Q 
(d) R 
(e) None of these 
 
Q7. Which of the following mobile V likes ? 
(a) Vivo 
(b) Mi 
(c) Samsung 
(d) Oppo 
(e) None of these 
 
Q8. Who among the following person likes HTC? 
(a) W 
(b) P 
(c) Q 
(d) R 
(e) None of these 
 
Q9. Which of the following pair works in Hp? 
(a) Q,W,V 
(b) R,S,T 
(c) P, R 
(d) R,W,P 
(e) None of these 
 
Q10. Which of the following combination is true? 
(a) R-vivo-Dell 
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(b) S-Samsung-Hp 
(c) T-vivo-Dell 
(d) U-Nokia-Dell 
(e) None is true 
 
Directions (11-15): Study the information carefully and answer the questions given below. 
Eight persons J, K, L, M, N, O, P and Q are sitting in a linear row some of them facing towards 
the north and some of them facing towards south but not necessary in the same order. Not 
more than two consecutive persons face same direction. 
N sits second to the right of J. Q sits second to the left of N. Two persons sit between Q and P. 
More than three persons sit between L and O. The persons sit on extreme ends face opposite 
direction to each other. M sits second to the right of P. N is not immediate neighbor of M, who 
sits third from one of the extreme ends of row. O is not immediate neighbor of N and M. O 
face south direction. J sits immediate right of M. L face opposite direction to Q. 
 
Q11. Who among the following person sits second to right of O? 
(a)M 
(b)P 
(c)J 
(d)K 
(e)None of these 
 
Q12. How many person sits between N and K? 
(a) One 
(b) Two 
(c) Four 
(d) Three 
(e)None of these 
 
Q13. Who among the following person is immediate neighbor of P and J? 
(a) L 
(b) M 
(c) K 
(d) Q 
(e) None of these 
 
Q14. How many persons sits on the right of M?  
(a) One 
(b) More than Four 
(c) Three 
(d) Four 
(e) None  
 
Q15. Four of the following five are alike in certain way based from a group, find the one that 
does not belong to that group? 
(a) Q 
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(b) N 
(c) K 
(d) J 
(e) P 
 

 
 

Solutions 
 
Solutions (1-5): 
Sol. 

 
S1.Ans(c) 
S2.Ans.(d) 
S3.Ans.(b) 
S4.Ans.(a) 
S5.Ans.(a) 
 
Solution (6-10): 
Sol. 
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S6. Ans.(c) 
S7. Ans.(e) 
S8. Ans.(a) 
S9. Ans.(b) 
S10. Ans.(b) 
 
Solutions (11-15): 
Sol. 

  
S11. Ans. (a) 
S12. Ans. (d) 
S13. Ans. (e)  
S14. Ans. (b)  
S15. Ans. (d) 
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